
William Ruto - The Mossad Puppet

In a normal country, if you are the head of state, and you call one of your Cabinet Secretaries (CS) -

who has been in office for more than 6 months - and ask him a question about one of the 

departments in his ministry, only for you to realize that this CS does not even know there is such a 

department in his ministry, you sack him on the spot.

William Ruto has met these kind of scenarios, and even worse, from people he has appointed as CS,

Permanent Secretaries (PS) and other senior government positions.



Ruto's reaction?

He complained publicly about the incompetence of his appointees.

To be fair to Ruto, he is personally not incompetent.

As far as anyone can tell, he is doing everything to try and rule the country well.

According to the media, he is even 'overdoing direct supervision of senior govt officials'.

Indeed, early this year, Ruto went to the headquarters of Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA), and 

demanded top officials there stop stealing the taxes they collect.

After that dressing down of these top KRA officials, the amount of tax they report to have collected 

monthly increased. A little.

Therefore, it is true to say that Ruto is doing everything he can to reduce eating by senior govt 

officials.

The problem is that, he cannot visit all govt departments regularly to confirm whether eating has 

reduced.



In the past 1 year Ruto has been in power, Kenya's cost of living has risen to the highest level in the 

country's history.

The shilling is at its lowest value in history - and it is still weakening.

What is going on?

Before delving into 'where the rain started beating Kenyans', let us first look at how senior govt 

officials are eating public funds.

Eating at Electricity Distribution Monopoly - KPLC

In August 2022, 50Kwh of electricity was costing sh793.83. 

1 year later, in August 2023, same 50Kwh was billed at sh1,344.00  (see attached pdf below).

An increase of 69.3%.

In 1 year of Ruto being in power, electricity bills have shot up by more than two-third.



In the beginning, KPLC (and its parent Energy ministry) claimed that the increased electricity cost 

was due to increased crude oil prices (for thermal power plants) -  an obvious lie, since the oil price 

was highest around March-July 2022, long BEFORE this govt came to power.

Later, KPLC and other Energy ministry officials claimed the price of electricity had shot up because

'it was not raining...'

Then it rained heavily, filling hydro dams, but electricity bills kept rising.



When Energy ministry officials were summoned by parliament, they claimed the high power bills 

was because of Independent Power Producers (IPPs).

But these IPPs were still there 1 year ago. They were there even 5 years ago!

In short, KPLC and Energy ministry officials have not given any genuine reason why power bills 

have risen by 69.3% in the past year.

Does anyone really doubt where that extra 69.3% increase in their bills is going?

EATING.

Background - Joining the Dots

Although I have been using the internet for many years, I only became really active on social media

in 2019.

Previously, I generally just read what people were debating about online, without really joining the 

debate.

Around 2016, I started noticing very strange narratives by Kenyans (or supposed Kenyans) online.



If it was 5 times, or even 20 times I saw these bizarre comments, I wouldn't have thought much 

about it.

But these very weird comments were happening too frequently to ignore.

In summary, this is what was happening online: If something came up about a known Kenyan 

patriot, these 'Kenyans' would always have something very negative to say about that person; but 

when it was about a known crook, they would generally find something positive to say about that 

person.

Also, they promoted policies that would have very negative consequences for our country, if they 

were to be accepted as normal e.g.  that corruption was 'normal'...

Some of the comments they wrote online made me conclude silently, 'these Kenyans really hate our 

country...'

Long story short: These 'Kenyans' slandering Kenyan patriots online are the Mossad impostors.

By 2018, I had become so alarmed by these people, and had realised they were planning to destroy 

our country - though, by then, still hadn't known they were impostors.



As a civic duty, I started writing online, trying to set the record straight, regarding the lies these 

strange 'Kenyans' were spreading.

My websites were heavily SHADOW-BANNED by the search engines.

Later, on social media, I was also heavily SHADOW-BANNED.

That is when I realised that, these 'Kenyans' slandering Kenyan patriots and promoting unpatriotic 

policies online, had powerful non-African backers.

(I have written a lot about what these impostors have been doing 

drive.google[dot]com/file/d/1Mi1GB-bpz6STwkU7vF45sUq-MTO_6eOY/ & & 

https://semaukweli.files.wordpress[dot]com/2023/09/mount-kenya-crisis[dot]pdf & 

https://semaukweli.wordpress[dot]com etc and will now just summarise)

I discovered it was Mossad that was determined to conquer Kenya, using their impostors.

And they had concentrated most of their activities in central Kenya - mostly because it is near 

Nairobi, and also high population density.

I also happen to come from that region - therefore, it was easy for me to know our people were 

being manipulated by very powerful external forces.



At least 95% of these impostors online presented - still present - themselves as natives of central 

Kenya region.

Also, at least 98% of them, also supported - still support - William Ruto, who is not from the region.

(I believe 100% of these impostors support Ruto regime, but some - maybe almost 2% don't show it

openly, to keep the confusion going)

These impostors did a lot of work online - especially on social media - to convince a significant 

population of central Kenya that, Ruto was some sort of a 'messiah'.

They also had the advantage that, they are quite many on the ground in the region (I guess that total 

Mossad impostors in Kenya could be as many as 20,000).

One can only imagine the kind of work they have been doing on the ground...to manipulate the 

people.

Summary: These impostors had managed to convince a significant section of Kenyans that, what 

was bad for them, was 'actually very good for them', and also the converse.

NOTE: Having Ruto take power is not the end goal in this 'Mossad game' - it is a means to an end. 

The ultimate goal is to have a Mossad impostor take power.



Where Mossad's Kenyan Plot Went Wrong

It is obvious to everyone that the economy is doing very, very badly - Never before has Kenya 

economy been this bad.

Even the imposters and pro-govt bloggers have a very hard time trying to sweep this fact under the 

carpet, and generally choose to twist facts, or just lie openly.

QUESTION: Let us accept that Ruto is overwhelmed...but how can Mossad not have the resources 

to turn the economy around (since it is them who put him in power)?

ANSWER: The campaign that was done by Ruto's UDA party was about 'Dynasties' vs 'Hustlers'.

The impostors pumped it into 'central' Kenyans that, it is 'prominent families' who made them 

poor...And Ruto's govt would cater for the needs of the poor (Hustlers), at the expense of the 

(Dynasties).

However, the REAL authors of this 'Dynasties' vs 'Hustlers' agenda - Mossad - had a totally 

different view of what it meant.

What Mossad and their impostors advised Ruto to do, was attack and sabotage businesses of Rich-

Patriotic-Kenyans (i.e. tycoons who did not support Ruto, regardless of race).



The plan was to attempt to bankrupt them, so that they either sold their companies cheaply to 

impostors and their associates, and thereafter kept a low profile, or went to exile.

If these Rich-Patriotic-Kenyans complained that they were being targeted, the govt would tell the 

people that "it is Dynasties not believing it is now time for Hustlers to thrive..."

Why Target Rich-Patriotic-Kenyans?

Because, if you want to conquer a country, your top adversaries will be this group.

If you destroy this group of people, your chances of conquering that country increases 

tremendously.

The best laid plan goes awry:

The extreme incompetence, inefficiency and corruption in government, meant that the first people 

to feel the pinch of the economic downturn were not the 'Dynasties', but the 'Hustlers' (Explained all

this in my blog https://semaukweli.wordpress[dot]com ).



Poor people started being turned back from hospitals, because their government-issued NHIF 

insurance cards were not being honoured - the hospitals were owed sh20 Billion.

That is KES20 Billion NHIF money EATEN by top govt officials, within 6 months of Ruto coming 

to power.

Govt-allied crooks invaded the agricultural sector, positioned themselves as middle-men, and 

started exploiting farmers - Price per kg paid to farmers for coffee, avocado, tea...suddenly dropped 

by huge margins, after Ruto came to power.

Schools started demanding parents cough up more money, because the govt was not sending them 

funds on time...

Electricity/fuel prices were highest ever.

Food prices had skyrocketed...

The people started saying, "We don't want to hear any more stories about dynasties, or the previous 

govt, all we want is cost of living to be brought down!"

Wananchi started talking about demos...

Ruto started losing weight (and not due to dieting or exercise).



USA Analogy

Since most people, including Kenyans read a lot of news about America, I will use a fictional 

United States analogy to explain why the Kenyan economy is collapsing, and why even Mossad is 

unable to prevent it from collapsing:

Suppose US gets a leader who considers the owners of Apple, Microsoft, Tesla, Google, Amazon, 

Boeing, Exxon Mobil, Ford, Walmart...as his top enemies, and starts sabotaging these companies.

Also, his allies - whose businesses are being promoted by his govt - are owners of FTX, Enron...

If this happened, what would become of US economy?

This is the kind of situation happening in Kenya currently.



Puppetry

Ruto is only in power because powerful non-African entities are pulling all strings they can pull, to 

keep him in power.

They claim that they are protecting Ruto's regime, because "Kenya is too important to fall".

But they never explain, why is it that, when an African country is led by a patriot, they never 

consider that government "too important to fall" - e.g. Patrice Lumumba was not considered "too 

important to fall".
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